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SYSTEMS & COST ANALYSIS FOR A NUCtEAR SUBTESfflENE TUHNELIHG KACHBJE

- A PRELIMINARY STUDY -

by

J. H. Altseimer

ABSTRACT

Tfas basic system components of large yoeK-selting Nuclear Subterrene
Tunneling Machines (SSTMs) have been conceptualized and defined for a prelim-
inary tunneling cost estimate and comparison tilth costs using tunnel-boring
machines (TBKs) and other conventional tunneling techniques. Two initial
types of HSOfc are considered: Type I. peripheral kerf-melting penetrators
plus centrally located rotary cutters for soft ground and rock; and TJrgeJKj
kerf-meltins penetrators plus multiple, hot ruck-fracturing penetratore fd
very hard rock. Tunneling coste for HSTMs wre very close to those for TBMs,
if operating conditions for TBMs are favorable. However, for variable forma-
tions and unfavorable conditions such as soft, vet, bouldery ground or very
hard rock, the K5TMs are far more effective. Estimates of cost and percent-
age use of HSTMs to satisfy U.S. transportation tunnel demands Indicate a
potential cost savings of 850 million dollars (1969 dollars) through 1990.
An estioated BS1M prototype demonstration program cost of $100 million over
an eight-year period results 5n a favorable beneflt-to-cost ratio of 6.5.
Ihe N S m systems are characterized by large capital costs compared to conven-
tional IBM*. Ksvever, many higher-cost items and components are expected to
have long service lives cud will bs used for more then one tunnel project
Instead of writing off the tu&neler after each project as in current TBM
practice. The ccst of thermal energy for rock melting is not a large
percentage of the total project cost.

I.

A. Study Objectives

Die general study objective, considering the

present early stage of Subterren* concept develop-

oent, wms to establish a clear Indication of the

cost effectiveness of Nuclear Subterrene Tunneling

Machines (NSTKs) es applied to national demands

for large tunnels. It) achieve the above, three

specific objectives were established: first, to

develop technically sound conceptual designs; sec-

ond, to oake a cost comparison vlth the conceptual

RSTMi" on th« one hand and tunneling with Tunnel

Boring Machines (TEH*) and conventional excavation

nethcds, on the other: and third, to determine the

benefit-to-cost rtAlo for a projected major

Subterrene development program costing ~ $100 x 10

over aji &igiii-year period.

B. Subterrene ftrograc Background

the need for innovative approaches to the solu-

tion of major problems in excavation and tunneling

technology has been summarized in recent publica-

tions by the Underground Construction Research

Council and the national Academy of Sciences.1,2

A research and development program in excavation

technology, bated on rock-melting, is being conduct-

ed at the Los Alsaas Scientific Laboratory (MSL),3''1'

In addition to Identifying many potential applica-

tions, this program has indicated that the Subter-

rene concept errs offer, through an Integrated tun-

neling system, solutions to the multiple problems

in the three inportont areas of conventional

tunneling technology:

• Forming the hole.



• Maintaining wall integrity and forming a

primary support.

• Removing the astir is.

The program has also indicated that the rate of

penetration in varying geological formations can fee

predicted and Is relatively insensitive to the ma-

terial being melted. In addition, the input power

requirements for small-diameter, electricrlly heated

Subterrene devices are easily handled with conven-

tional equipment, as has "bean substantiated by LASL

laboratory and field tests, A recent study of cur-

rent tunneling systems and economics Indicated the

areas 1~\ vhieh a Subterrene system could signifi-

cantly contribute to advancing the tunneling and

excavation technology. Bie study clso contains an

extensive and selected bibliography and should be

considered as complementing this report.

While electric neatlng appears to "be quite

practical for small Subterrene devices, a nuclear-

powered subsystem was assusad to be most feasible

for the sizes considered in this report. A detailed

technical and cost-tradeoff study to establish

crossover points between electric and nuclear sys-

tems has yet to be conducted, but indications are

that a demand of ~ 10 VU (electric) may he the level

above which practical considerations of power supply

and distribution become unattractive for an electri-

cally heated system. This demand Is in the approxi-

mate power-level range needed for the smallest tun-

nel considered In this report. A cost advantage of

the nuclear subsystem is offered by the fact that

thermal energy is applied directly to the rock and

that the circuitous procedure of an electric system

can be avoided In which thermal energy i-3 generated,

converted to electricity (at an efficiency of « 30$),

and then converted tack to thermal energy at the

rock-melting penetrator bits. Another advantage Is

that the nuclear subsystem can make the tunneling

system almost completely self-sufficient, miniraizlr^

external expenses such as large specially Installed

power lines to the tunnel portal. Other character-

istics that make a nuclear subsystem feasible are:

(l) compactness, i.e., reactor diameters of 1 to 2 14

ihuf fitting Into even a small h-m tunneling ma-

chine; (2) lack of rotating or moving components

except control rode or drums; (3) low containment

pressure* dun to the use of heat plpea to transfer

heat out of the reactor core; and, ('•) sufficiently

long component operational lifetimes to be useful

for this application.

Hie chemical generation of heat has been con-
•7

dldered In a report by Hanold. It was found to be
unattractive for various operational and environ-

mental reasons and therefore was not considered for

this study.

C. General System Assumptions

A circular tunnel cross section vae assumed for

convenience in calculating power requirements and

to facilitate the comparison with TBMs vhich are,

of necessity, circular. No economic advantage was

taken from the fact that HSTME can form nonclrcular

cross sections, which could minimize the excavation

volume and automatically incorporate features such

as utility line gangways or partially finished

roadway surfaces.

The finished tunnel diameters* studied ranged

from 4.0 m (~ 13 ft) upward. Bie minimum diameter

of 4.0 m was chosen because the required melting

power ( K 7 W ) appears high enough for economical

use of nuclear devices and because the envelope is

clearly large enough for their accommodation at

this stage of development. No maximum-diameter

limitations for KSWte have yet been established.

Any Buch limitations would probably result from

practical considerations external to the NSTM equip-

ment. Such a constraint might result from excessive

tunnel support requirements due to large structural

span dimensions.

Two basic NKEM design concepts were considered

lu this preliminary study. Both were chosen be-

cause they appear to be logical progressions from

existing technology Incorporating the new nuclear

Sutstsrrene designs, and both require only partial

melting of the working face. (Applications in which

the excavation face is almost or completely melted

will be examined at a later date as well as many

oth-r conceivable design variations.) Hie two

concepts considered are illustrated In Figs. 1 and S.

•Die conceptual designs are:

• Type I—uaca & peripheral kerf penetrator

to form the tunnel wall, whereas the main

excavation face is removed by mechanical

rotary cutters. Ihis device is Intended

for use in softer formations.

Throughout this report the finished tunnel diameter
refers to tJ-« inner diameter of the couple ted tun-
nel, Including final euppct lining.
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• %ype II—use6 a simUar kerf-inelting device,

but the rotary cutters are replaced by an

array of hot penetrators which thermally

crack and fragment the rock at the working

face. Tiiis concept is applicable to very

hard rock.

The important advantages in soft-ground tunnel-

ing of the Type-I NSTM concept have been emphasized
•7

by Hanold. The potential ability of the peripheral

kerf melter to continuously seal, stabilize, and

support the soil of the tunnel wall immediately be-

hind the NSTM as the tunnel hole is formed is a

major breakthrough in tunneling technology. Howevea;

the kerf-melting penetrator designs are not limited

to the annular, extended-surface types illustrated;

this is discussed later in the text.

D. Future Study Plans

The NSTM design and economic models, and cost

evaluations, will be expanded and refined as exper-

imental data and firmer design data become available.

The General Research Corp. computer program for es-

timating excavation costs is being acquired and is

expected to be especially useful for obtaining TBM

and conventional coets. To provide an increasingly

realistic NSTM cost model, more information will be

required in the fields of rock-glass liner formation

and structural characteristics; reactor design; nu-

clear fuel; heat pipesJ heat-distribution losses;

component lifetimes and reliabilities; tunnel ad-

vance rates; assembly, maintenance, and diassembly

cycles; and the ability of the NSTM to accommodate

vide geological variations. Tradeoff studies will

be made between important parameters in the excava-

tion, materials handling, ana sirpport operations;

and labor, equipment, and materials cost estimates

will be refined. Excavation demand information will

be updated as data from a broader base become avail-

able from a projee-V-sd U.S. tunneling-dsmand survey

by the National Academy of Sciences - National
Q

Acederay of Engineering.7

II. DESCRIPTION OF HS»I SYSOEM ANALYZED

A. Summary of Assumptions and Subsystem ChoieeB

The following is a brief list o? assumptions

and subsystems that were chosen to facilitate the

preliminary coot analysis for J.wrse-diaaeter tunnel

construction projects using the two conceptual types

of NSTMs shown In Figs. 1 and 2:

• The NSTMs are peripheral kerf-melting types.

» NSTM tunneling costs are compared to costs

accrued by using TBMs and conventional

methods only, for both rock and soft ground.

Cut-and-cover and immersed-tube methods were

not considered.

• Tunnel sizes studied range from about ft-to

12-m finished diameter.

• Tunnel cross-section configurations for the

NSTM are not restricted. Hovever> for cal-

culatlonal convenience, circular cross sec-

tions are used.

• The NSTM average operational sustained ad-

vance rate is 0.ft23 mm/s = 1.5 m/n, which is

equal to 3&5m/day (=120 ft/day = 5 ft/h).

• Thermal energy for rock melting is obtained

from a nuclear reactor system installed in

the BSTM.

• Liquid-metal heat pipes are used to transfer

heat from the reactor core to a heat reser-

voir and then to the rock-melting

penetrators.

• The NSTM-generated glass tunnel liner is

strong enough to eliminate the need for any

other form of temporary support. 5he liner

thickness is 4$ of the finished tunnel di-

ameter (~ 0.5 in. per foot of tunnel diam-

eter) for unfavorable conditions and is 2$

of finished tunnel diameter for very hard

rock (e.g., basalt).

• The permanent tunnel lluer consists of the

glass plus a usual concrete liner, with

overall thickness equaling 8$ of the tunnel

diameter for all earth and rock conditions.

• Because the temporary glass liner is a

structurally sound tunnel support there is

no need for rapidly installing a permanent

liner. Therefore, the tunnel contractor is

free to either choose the most economical

liner schedule or to employ an Innovative

continuous concrete liner process such as

the Extruded Liner System described by

Parker and Semple of the University of

Illinois.10

• The rock-melt glass liner, reactor contain-

ment structure, cutter drive motor, tunnel

air, etc., are water-cooled.
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• Closed-loop cooling-water circuits are used,

vith filtering and cooling accomplished at

the tunnel portal.

• Electric power for other than .rock-melting

use is generated at the portal utilizing

heat scavenged from the cooling water.

• !Bie excavation face is sealed, by a periph-

eral seal and a face structural diaphrsgm.

• Muck removal Is by the hydraulic-slurry

me+iod using muck lines vhich penetrate: the

face diaphragm*

• Utility lines are continuously extended to

acccurodate NSTM advance by means of a

traillng-llne extender assembly.

• A manned control center is located In the

tunnel as a component at the aft end of

the MSIM.

B. Technical Description of Major Subsystems end.

lhelr Operation

1. Kerf Benetrator

Two types of kerf penetrator bit BubByBte&s

could be considered, as Illustrated in Fig. 3, The

single-ring penetrator, Fig. 3a, is (l) structurally

staple, (2) requires a long, trailing kerf'-melt-.lng

section to develop a thick kerf liner, end (3) :ts

most applicable in very sound rock requiring onlLy e

thin peripheral liner. 2he characteristics ol <5he

annular, extended-surface arrangement, Fig, 3b, are:

(l) heat flow to the outside vail can be minimized to

just allow the machine to move through rock at the

desired rate, (<?) heat flow can be maximized to the

annular space vhere heat losses to surrounding rock

can be minimized, and (3) the extended heat-transfer

surfaces result in a higher permissible advance rate

when thick liners are being considered. The annular,

extended-surface type vas chosen for calculating

power requirements for this report. Both kerf-

penetrator system designs need further detailed

study and other design concepts will undoubtedly

emerge as the technology develops.

2, Nuclear Subsystem and Bower Requirements

Die nuclear subsystem will Toe completely

sealed end will include heavy biological radiation

shielding and a massive, armored shell. Heat will

be transferred through the shielding and armor by

heat pipes into a heat-distribution reservoir.

Control rods will be actuated by water-cooled elec-

tric actuators, the reactor -will operate at rela-

tively low Internal core pressure and the shielding,

containment, and armor vails w i n be protected by

water-cooling. The nuclear subsystem will be re-

placeable, if necessary, in case of a malfunction.

Fuel life 1B estimated at 9000 h while the remainder

of the system will have at least a lifetime of

90000 h.

To obtain an estimate of thermal power require-

ments, the thermal properties of typical tuff and

basalt materials vere used vith the following

properties, conditions, nomenclature, and units:

s
Boa aeniity, *g/«3

Rods g lua density, kg/a3

Specific beat, JA« K

Seat of fi-oion, ,i/kc? £

MaltiJig tei^exstura, -X

Ih-eltu t«qperatui«, SC

Annge Belt tes^antun, K 1
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Average advance rate

Glass liner cross
sectional area

Useful hsat ilow rate
into the rock

Total reactor thermal
power

V, m/s

2

Etota.l'

Ihe glass lining thickness needed to provide

safe temporary support 1B a function of the specific

project. Considerations of liner thickness may in-

clude 6uch variables as overburden pressure, type of

grovtBti, vater flow, geologic consistency, and ten-

dency t.o swell. Due to these imponderables, tunnel

designers have used empirical rules that are appar-

ently conservative enough to have withstood the test

oi* t&ge. According to one such rule, the permanent

coneisste lining should have a thickness of 80 mm/m

{l in /ft) of tunnel diameter. For a temporary

iXv.es thickness, using glass, it was Resumed for

tfcis , itudy that a thickness equal to ~ 40 usa/m of

•tunntl dlaaieter (0.5 in./ft 2 0.04 x D) vould be ade-

qastt in unfavorable ground end that 20 mm/m of diam-

eter '0.25 in./ft a= 0.02 x D) vould apply for favor-

able ISO conditions. Than, using (Q.04 x D) as the

lining t. tcknees, the diameter and glass liner crocs-

cecttonal urea relationships applicable to soft rock

or gi'oarid rs:

3O = 3 + 2 (0.08 D)

D = D + 2 (0.0U D)

Ag I (Do
2 - D^) = 0,1407 D2.

solving for Euse»
 t he power required is:

use
A V p C (T
g 'g v a A , P .

and, using the tuff properties previously defined,

Eu6<} = 620 D
2 V, Mj/s s MW.

The various losses of thermal power which could

occur around the peripheral kerf penetrator bits

were estimated and are shown in Fig, 4, itemized in

Xsble I, and further illustrated in Fig. 5a. Diea,

including losses equal to 40^, the thermal total

power source required is:

'ftx RQS (Rock Quality Designation) is a rating
scale of rock quality Introduced by D. U.
and is based on specific geologic factors as
observed during analysis of core samples.

^outr

Efwd

Useful Power

E u o e

Kerf Penefrator

I.
E ' r / \ \ H e a t Pipes

NSTM

\

Nuclear
Reactor

Fig. h. Schematic of heat fluxes related to pene-
trator, heat pipes, and reactor subsystems.

total
V 2 2
- ^ TT V = 1030 x JT V, m.

lhe above power requirement is shown graphically in

Fig. 6 for an advance rate V = 0.423 mm/s (5 ft/h).

Diis advance rate is equal to that already achieved

during small-scale penetration tests. Ihe goal of

the current Subterrene project is a target advance

rate for the USOM of 1.0 mm/B (U.8 ft/h = 283

ft/day).

Die loss to the surrounding rock around the

penetrator (Table I) is estimated to be 20$ of

^total' ** v m te shovn isber' another 21^ will be

lost to the rock during the glass liner cooling pro-

cess, making a total of hl% of E. . .. B d s radial

dissipation of power will not heat the rock to any

TABLE I

ESTIMATED PERHHERAL KERF-MELTING PENETRATOR
SYSTEM AHB REACTOR HEAT LOSSES

Lots

fladli
•t

L0..

Ion

LotB

Reat LOM Contribution

roruard and lnvard Into rock face

a outvard beat-floy loit Into

aft Into n » l » Mdilna atruetim

radially lnwrd

froa beat plpea

tcsiei to nactor conUlmat

Total Rmctlon of Is

Symbol

*frt

*o»tr

^aft

*to

*np

*rx

Frnctlon of
Obtal Reactor fever

0.01

0.20

0.10

0.01

0.0V

0.0k

o.ito



Conduction Loss to
Surrounding Ground
Adjacent to Hot
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or L
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=001 External Power Input'

Power From Forward x

End Losses, I teat /
Pipes, and Llner-^

}'
^ , = 0 . 5 2 ,

(Reactor +
'Liner Water
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*• Ewater=Tbtal Power Adsorbed
by the Cooling
Water = O.eS

a: Power Distribution at
Nuclear Reactor, Heat
Pipes and Penetraton

b: Power Distribution ar
Liner Cooling Section
and Other Internal Components

Fig. 5. Bsver distribution for a 5ype-I NSOM.

significant distance from the tunnel-liner outside

diameter. To illustrate this point, consider the

case of a 7.3-m tunnel in tuff with a reactor power

output of 23.4 VH. The energy dissipated to the

rock could be stored In a 1-m-thick annulus outside

the tunnel liner, with the lVro-K rock-melting tem-

perature at the inner radius and the 290-K rock in-

situ temperature at the outer radius. In basalt,

the above •mmi"'"*' thickness would only be 0.5 m.

3. lace Removal

a. gype-I HS1M

5he 3type-I KSIM concept (see Fig. l)

uses a rotary cutter assembly to remove the face

soil ana rock inside the melted peripheral kerf.

Ohe ro^Jtry design is assumed to be similar to the

cutters now being used in TBMB. However, the effec-

tiveness and useful life of the cutter assembly in

the HSIM is expected to be better than in a TBM.
14Carstens has pointed out the generally accepted

fact that the outside gage cutters, in comparison

to the interior cutters, account for the greatest

share of the total cutter cost, ranging from 30 to

60$. In the NSTH, the usual gege cutters and their

problems will be eliminated completely, the periph-

eral rock being taken care of by the kerf-melting

penetrators. In competent rock the kerf penetrator

aidB the cutters In two other ways. First, the rock

in the peripheral area of the rotary cutter head is

thermally spalled and cracked by the kerf penetrator.

Second, this rock is subject to some heating and

hence some lessening of strength. lit loose soils a

rotary head suitable for such strata will be used,

operating In the significantly advantageous situation

of a stabilized tunnel bore provided by the NS5M

with its continuously formed glass lining.

Eie cutter drive motor will be located aft of

the face-seal structural diaphragm and thus will be

In a favorably clean environment. If necessary, the

motor can be cooled by a line branching off of the

main water-cooling system. Suitable entryways for

4 6 8 10

Finished Tunnel Diameter (m)
12

Fig. 6. Reactor thermal power vs finished tunnel
diameter.
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cutter removal or changes and general maintenance

must tie provided in the face seal structure,

b. Tyne-12 MSTO

Die 0$rpe-II concept (shown in Fig. 2)

substitutes an array of spike-like rock-melting pen-

etratore for the rotary cutters of the Type-I assem-

bly. Hie Iype-II concept is applicable to very hard

rock, the rock being fragmented by thermal-stress

fracturing. Eils design, while theoretically sound,

still contains many yet-to-be resolved parameter

optimizations, such as penetrator spacing, power,

sias of each penetrator, and adaptability to geologic

variations.

3he total rock penetration and fragmentation

power for the fype-II NSTM, is asa'sned equal to that

of a Type-I machine (see Fig. 6). Iype-H In basalt

and with a liner thickness equal to 0.02 D, requires

a useful liner power, E u g e, equal to 0.55 ̂ yme ot

1ype-X in tuff. 5he remaining 0.1*5 power fraction

is used for the spike penetrator bits and redistrib-

uted heat losses In the O^pe-II machine.

h. Glass Liner Cooling

the glaBB liner -will be cooled in two

ways. Liner heat will be dissipated radially out-

ward Into the surrounding rock and will also flow

radially inward into the liner water-cooling system.

2he structural characteristics of the liner will be

determined by the cooling process, from average

rock-melt temperatures to about 900 K. If the HSTM

were completely automated, high wall temperatures

might be permissible at the aft end of the machine.

However, water could be used to cool the wall down

to about 305 K (90* F). Local refrigeration and

cool air circulation systems Installed inside the

NSTM could provide adequate working conditions.

Final wall-cooling could be accomplished by a water-

cooled air circulation system as explained later.

Considering only the heat absorbed by the water

flowing through the reactor and the liner coolant

jacket, E c o o-, five heat flows are involved, shown

schematically in Fig. 7. Biree, E u g e, Eaf);, and

E , were defined previously and are equal to 0.60,

0.10, and 0.04 of \ot&v respectively. The other

two heat flows are: E o u t^, the heat flow radially

outward into the surrounding rock, and %,, which

is residual heat in the glass liner after the liner

water-cooling section has moved on. The quantities

and ̂ i are esi-tmatetl \otsl
0.01 E.o.al, respectively. Then, the water heat

load from the liner and reactor is,

cool use + aft rx out/ " i

= (0.60 + 0.10 + 0.01* - 0.21 - 0.01) E,
total

5. Air Cooling and Circulation

The air cooling and circulation subsystem

is shown schematically in Fig. 8. Ohis subsystem

will cool the wall to a final law temperature by

flowing air in direct contact with the wall. Hie

air will also absorb heat generated in the forward

sections of the MSTM, e.g., at the cutter drive mo-

tor or muck machinery and will provide for a reason-

ably low temperature inside the HS5M for personnel.

The circulating air can be replenished as necessary

by meanB of an air utility line from the portal.

The circulating air, kept in motion by an electric-

motor drive fan, Is continuously cooled in a water-

cooled heat exchanger.

6. Total Water Heat Load

It 1B estimated that the various machines

within the NBIM generate a thermal power load, E ,
. m

equivalent to 0.06 Etotal- ^is amount — added to

estimated valueB for E ^ , E. ,

in the liner absorbed by the circulating oir) ~

and E (the heat

8
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Fig. S. Schematic of «tr cooling and circulation

equals the total beat load absorbed by the cooling
vater la the alr-circiOating «yaten and le called
E («ee Tie. 5b for an llluatration of the
power dlatrlbutlona).

in fwd np in *

(0.06 + 0.01 + O.Olt + 0.01 + 0 .0 l ) ttotia
0.13 toteO.'

and, the total heat load into the cooling water Is:

cool + air
(0.52 + 0.13) B t o t j l l

Evater * Ecool

7, Hydraulic Slurry Muck Removal

Complementary to the vater eystems uaed for

cooling the glass liner and the KSOM equlpoent, is

the hydraulic slurry snick removal system, It is as-

sumed that -part of the cooling water can fee diverted

to fluidize the muck. In very favorable circum-

stanceo the resultant vater outflow from the tunnel

might he discarded and fresh water punned In. How-

ever, for cost purposes, it is assumed that closed

circuits are needed with only some makeup vater sup-

plied as necessary. At the portal, portable dry-

cooling towers will reduce the vater temperature to

a level adequate for recycling. The vater vlll also

be filtered and cleansed before reuse. Some vater-

cooling circuits vi.tl be Isolated ft-on tht suck*

contaminated circuit to avoid fotil&g certain wit-

io l coolant-flow pMiages,

8. Portal B o w Subtystac

As noted In Section U-B-6, ab<we, the

csolisg w t » returning to the port*l csari«« neat

equl\xlent to about 65* of the reactor best release.

Most of this heat m i l be dlr*lpated through the

cooling towers wplaeed at the portal. Bawewer, It

is aiso assuaed that a portal power subcyatex (5FB),

extracting energy from the cooling vater, vill gen-

erate the electricity needed for IE3M eoqpooents

other than the peBets«tors. Ihls povar will be ob-

tained vita an organic Rankine-cycle power system

because of the relatively lov vater tec^cratures

available. Power generation and vater cooling can

be done, e.g., vith subsystems Illustrated In Tig. 9.

Schematic of portal power and cooling
subsystems.



except for startup, shutdown, eaergeney, and

other Bisee'Uaseoua pover requlresntta, aott of tise

ti'3?X operation could be apsKraxlsately sustained

solely by the nuclear rcmrtor power.

9. Seated &te»y»tion Face

Sfje SSTH systes vitb it* close f i t around

the kerf penetrators end the glass liner cooling Mo-

tion is ideally suited to a sealed ana pressurised

vorking-fs.ee operation. "RJUS, the profcless of «*ter

tr.d, gas tanov into the tunnel, except in extras*

eases, are eliminated, vhen the sachine is operating.

Kinliattl leakage would nonsally be expected through

the glass-lined vtJX» aft of the penetrator*. Ite

further iaprove the face seal, a peripheral sealing

device couM be easily incorporated. A diaphragm

bulkhead «tantettae could te used to teal ths central

face esreo.. The only operational openiags would be

tho*e used to feed the suck into the slurry crasHero

and grinder* for subsequent passing tu the portal

for disposal, and aceees to the rotary cutter head

for Maintenance and cutver changes.

10. Ihrmters, Gripsera, and Guidance

As projected in Flfi». 1 and £, the ffl»ln

structural coeponent of an NS3W i-> a cylindrical

onoii nodsing the vsrious aubsywteas. 1hru«ter-

actuators push axiaU}' on the oain cylindrical itnif-

ture and react against radially expanding grlpper

pads. ?vo sets of grippe? pads are located at for-

firi and aft stations, respectively. One act of

each pair can be gripping vbile the other shifts for-

vard to take e nev advance position. Machine guid-

ance is possible by adjusting the radial extension

of the various grlpper pads. It i s assuoed that

only very gradual changes in direction v i l l be re-

quired vith the types of HSWto studied. Hydraulic

actuators can be used beccuse of the lav temperature*

inside the KS1N. Die systea is basically that in

use for moat TBMe.

11. Utility Lines and In-Titrmel aranoportatlon

The naln vater-coolifig lines have already

been described. Other general-purpose util ity lines

will be required for such needs se fresh air, aux-

iliary power, and coEounlcatlons, For extension of

a l l lines that cannot be unreeled conveniently, i t

is projected that a line-extender aeseably will be

mounted on a trailer towed behind the HS1M. Becevuse

of the smoothness of the glass-lined tunnel valla and

floor either railed or wheeled vehicles can be used.

12. Control Center

A fully ifittrwsetsted, cooled, control cen-

ter aouflted at the aft cr.d of the SSU5 is swtlet*

ipatcd, fpew» vSdeh the reactor and heat-trenataiss ion

operation as veil ss t!;c various other cscavntior.

processes can be awiuaily nonltored.

tn. cost
A. HS1W Cant E»tia«tte6

Hie tvo initial designs of KS1M syeteas de-

seribed in Section II vere usri f«>r sost estteatiKg

yurpo*e». One general eeonosle characteristic of

the HS1W systw« is the fact -d»t i t i s emch nore

capital-i»tensive than coweatioti«l and IBM excava-

tion equlptwnt. Whereas, in wast excavation pro-

jects, i t VAS custowwy to vrite off a tunneling

Machine after a single project; rsuch of the e^ulp-

aent for SS1H excavation systeas will be u»ed until

i ts operational l i fe tins «1X1 have beer, reached.

?brt»fflately, costly SvOsterrene cot?>oneots are not

exposed to the harsh conditions th*t components in,

e.g., 1BH» haw to endisre. For ewnnplc, tee nuclear

energy sy«t«a in the SSW v i l l be eoapletoly en-

dowed end contained. Siallarly, the heat pipes

will be enclosed. Also, dust and debris vttt be

contaitv.sd In ttie forward face cavity of the RSIW,

asd trailing equipment and util ity lines v i l l en-

counter only relatively dean and snooth gloat-lined

tunnel vails. Hswver, certain cosqjonenti, e.g.,

rotary cutter as^eaiblies,. rock grinders, and

crashers la the hydraulic slurry disposal systen,

v i l l s t i l l be lissited to nore traditional operating

Ufttiaes.

With HSIMB, the tunneling contractor will te

faced vith htaher capital investaents than vith

conventional «ttulpai>nt; i . e . , the cost of capital

v i l l lneriiaae and mist be accounted for in the over-

a l l cost of a -tunneling project. A flra sight raise

capital by various essns, e.g., by selling stocks or

bonds, draving cm reserves, or taking a loan. Ho

arrive at a cost-of-capital effect on overall cost

in a siople Banner the procedure presented in the

following discussion vas used.

For the basin equipment-cost estimations the

NSIM v&a categoriied by identilVing basic subsye-

tens, and opcratloiul llfetineo were assigned to

each. Tlie est'iaated capital cost of ecch eubsystcs

wms anortised over tine periods of approximately

10



TABLE I I

mums OF TOR.! KSIH Bjun*g»T costs, 7.3 DIAMETOS, 2 3 . U - W POWER

HMfcasUtt ctttitn

Nuctor fu»l

HtcH»Mc«i CUUtt itiv

Mr etticut*ii«{ »rst«

*tf, »•««, «at n l n
uHlJUy ttMl

(Coita Baaed Upon 197^ Oollara)

JUwrH&uiV#«C' Actual^ CajaSCftS

4SC0

1

J

s
s

:o
10
:o
JO

i

•500

90P0

20900

toow

«0MO

J3C0O

JOOOO

SuStoUt

TDMi

I Oat(U> "

1.100

o.toc

O.ISO

O.J50
0.702
0.500
0.2S0
e.iti
0.150
O.I S3
o.tw
o.sso

0.109

10.M6

».J3>

8natn4«rt
Ml

o.t:e
0.0(4

0.0S2

0.060

COM

0.076

0.0S0

O.1S6

O.lSt

o.tat

a. ooi

msr

t.OM

.MS.

tO. ISO)

(O.OTS)

(O.CJO)

<0 PIS)

(0.I3S)

WtTSf

(0.4IS)

ea»i. HI
1.470

1.IM

0.1* J

0.7JS
0.7(7
O.J«5
0.3S0
i.«J
o.:9i

0.291

0.509

0.101

17.O7J

Con per
Advance

(V.1.J23./H).
f/»

214.]

124.0

23.6

107.

SJ.

u.

62.

J.

2.

i.S

3.7

tS.7

11.4

Case per

?V«5 f t /h i

6$.S

7.2

12.7

17. S

3.S

2.5

19.0

0.6

0.6

0.4

I.I

S.6

SM.S

tviee tfee operattonsi l i fe of the «ub«ynt«M; i . e . ,
the kctui.1 use-to-CBlenda? tiae ratlfj 1* O.SO.
Sspitei-s^JpWftt fun4i « » borrowed with interest
charges of 8? of reaainise e*plt«l, p»ld off over
the v»rlou* «»jrtiJ*tion periods. Certntn eoetpo-
fient* wade of relativtlj- -^pensive aateriaXs vere
atstg.ied a 10$ salvage value. Thete Include kerf-
rseltltig penetrstor tlab», heat plpet, glaft-liner
coolina »urf«ce tlftbc, vater-cooling Jacket, air
clrculatliig eytttm located in the ftSTH, and the
portal sxn-tr and water-cooling syatena. Finally,
eoete In dollar* per tunnel length vere calculated
\>y assuming an average NSTV. advance rate of O.1*S3
ca/e (?. ft/h). Tlsble II auanarizfa typical eati-
mtod cost* for a IVpe-I RSW <kerf-aeltlng plua
raechsnicBl cutter) deal^ned to produce a tunnel vltls
a finUheit diameter of 7.3 • ( ^ f t ) at a nuclear
yc.̂ -r level of 23.!* 'Ml (therwl pov»r). The»e eatl>
taatet are r*t*rr*& to 1972 dollar*. To refer to
X9S9 dollar*, an nvernU inflation factor of Vt$ la
u*e& froB 1969 to 1972. ftie inflation rate for th«
excavation iquipeunt analyxed »ight very ve i l b»
eonaidarably higher, but tMe effect vaa not. atudied.
fitmary total <^ujp»ent coat In 19f>9 dollara for

Overall national Inflation rate for that period aa
published by the V.S. Bepartnent of ^

20

10

iu

10 20 30

Nor*: 1369 Doltaru

Ktrf + MKtwnieo)

K«rf + Thermal
FragmtntotaikM

t 1 1 1 1

40

2 4 6 S 10
Finlihtd Tunnel Diameter (m)

Fig. 10. BSW excavation equipment coatt v.<i finished
tunnel c'laaeter.
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SABLE H I

BASES KIH taUIPHEBT COST AMD

Itesi

1. Heat pipes and
penetrotors

2. tfuclear components

3. Mechanical cutter

4. Muck removal

5. Fbrtal power and
cooling

a. Control etnter

7. Other components

8. Operating \itfe-
t lines

ESTBWIES

Basis

9. Scaling procedures

IASL experience since 1963. Conservative aestuqstlons: lithlusa/raolybdenua pipes

at 200-to I*00-M?/B capacity. Fenetraior eosts baned on use of oolybdenun,

tungsten, »nd oUier refractory parts at average cost of 2S $/kg (10 $ / l b ) .

17Hlgh-tenperature gas-reactor e l e c t r i c u t i l i t y costs eu l t ip i iod by factor of 6

to a l lov for ccrepact s i z e needed for HSTM. HSTM reactor equipment easts ejre

$l8o/kw and fuel costs w e ?.3'5 mlils/V-Wh, both fcuced on theraal paver (not

e l e c t r i c ) and on 1972 dollars,

•ftsimeliRg oscJiine costs per Fef.. V* range froo $250,aooto $l,23%000 in 19^9 4,

the l a t t er value being for a 21-ft-di*a tunnel. For th i s study, m toce l lne

7 . 3 -n- {&-f t ) diai- i»chlne cost of $1,000,000(197^ %)vao se lected to cover cost

of cutter wheel and structural nount, v i th $200,000 included tor the drive raolor.

Costs giver, by Koines end Herver, Inc. and those derived from OOHWT"" tor

current conveyor systems vere studied. I t vas coacludert that the COHABT coiito

could be conveniently used to represent future slurry syeteixe without effect,ing

the oversll results significantly.

Fover-indiastry-typ« costs vere used conservutlvely enough to cover additional

costs for s notile eysten and setup. Typical costs of turblsit and electric

egulpaent are 6i to 8i» $/kU, based on 1973 dollars. l 7

A enet nf &?50,000 v»r snpiwwrt for nil fiiw* «9<RS sisi lar elsctrenice. lijiit

cocparee with $150,000 for completely eutooated controls for the USL 3T0-MU.

nucleur space engine.

Because oany siftcellaaesus eneller cospoaents vere not detailed and tbeJr cost

effects vere obviously anal.1,, order-of-i*gnltude ectiaates only vere aade.

For the penetrators, mechanic*! e-^.ters, slurry coaponentSj liner cooling

surfcces, and uti l i ty lines, a lifetime of 4500 Si was estlatted for future

components considering the relatively favorable BSIH

For the hot penetrating surfaces, a 4500-h l i f e t j a e was deeaed feas ib le . Thic

i s indicated by snu l i - s c s l e I/SI t ea t s vjiere, under very harsh conditions, a

maximum hot-val l erosion rate of 13 pti/h (0.0005 i n . / b ) vas ceasured.

For the nuclear fuel, a 9000-h period between refueling operations i s consleteat

with nuclear pover-ploat practice.

High-temperature heat pipes hp-tt« been operated wel l over 10,000 h, end a doubling

of the ir l i v e s t o 20,000 h le not considered too d i f f i c u l t .

Electr ic u t i l i t y practice assumes a 30-year l i fet ime with soae maintenance. Die

long-l ived components In tills study were asauoed to have a l i fet ime of only

10 years.

Scaling on s i ze from n 7.3-n-dlam tunnel baseline was done by assuming that

costs varied v i th the square of the tunnel diaaeter except for the nuclear

system for vbich a sqmare-root relationship vas used. As noted earlier, control-

center costs remained fixed.

12
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HSTH excavation equipment plus interest
costs per unit tunnel length vs finished
tunnel diameter.

the two t«pes of HSTM system* are plotted in Fig. 10,

and Fig. 11 displays oinilar data in a ceet-per-

unit tunneling length basis.

Table III Hate the bases for the cost esti-

mates u*ed to establish the values susoarlzed in

Table II. In general, very conservative estimates

were Bade for all nonconventlonal subcomponents of

the NSTM. However, the experience in refractory-

metal materiel and fabricating coate gained thus far

in the project vae factored Into these estimates.

The subcomponents that are based upon conventional

equipment technology vere copted by using existing

data for such equipment as rxtenslvely as possible.

Direct NSTM operating costs vere estimated by

using data derived from the COHART computer program

for conventions! and sschlne costs (based upon 1969

dollars) as a bese to arrive at reasonable conven-

tional or TDM-type direct cost Items and adjusting

these values for HSTM costs. These COHAHT data were

Bupplled by Foster. Tables IV and V summarize

typical results of these operating-cost estimates.

The tables ehov the percentage contribution to the

total in each case of the major project processes:

excavation, materials handling, and supports,as veil

as labor, equipment, and materials distribution. It

can be seen that the cost distribution for NSTMs Is

markedly different from conventional or TBM costs;

TAEI£ IV

TYPICAL COST DISTRIBUTION FOR I'SAJOR EXCAVATION
ELEKEHTS OF A 7.3-m-(a4°ft-) DIAMETER TUSHEL

UtUi
Confident

IVilu. rosi

Krtilui net

Soft tnux.
Varlitlt

Soft tnmt.

Trrt UKhlrt* F.

T j f t . l , KSTH

T y p t - l l , KSTH

<W

\ of Tottal Project Cost!
Kifiriais i i

araratSon itJRsJIIni «R4

41

»

47

19

31

11

U

21

21

:;i»r«
tlotr.

11

IS

»

11

SI

for the NSW a greater cost percentage i s concerned
with excavation and les t v i t h supports and l i n e r s .
This di f ference i e ascribed to higher tiSTA excava-
t ion equipment c o s t s and to assoc ia ted lower cos t s
for l i n e r s and supports.

The COHART date veire ava i lab le as raw d irec t
cocts t o which fac tors had to be appl ied t o account
for p r o f i t , overhead, mid regional c o s t e f f e c t s .
According to Wheby and Clkeneh^0 the cenputer date
are based on 1969 do l lars and on Chicago p r i c e s .
Ey referring to pert inent raid-1^9 i s sues o f the
Engineering News Record 'ENR) publ icat ions with
data ava i lab le for prices in 22 major U.S. c i t i e s ,
i t vas estimated chat fryr t y p i c a l tunneling projec t s
the cos t index used in COHART, based on airlthoetlc
averages for the £2 c i t i e s , i s about 5$ l e e s than
for Chicago on'iy. Therefore, an approximate cont
index o f 1 .00 was deemed s a t i s f a c t o r y .

For regional factors (•hich take Into account,

e . g . , labor union regulat ions , mil i tancy, and other

c o s t l y restrict ions) ,Wheby and Clkraek present a

sca l e ranging frost 1 .0 t o 3 .0 v i t h 1 .1 epplylmg

over much of the U.S. They H a t a factor of 1 .5

for the Northeast Corridor, excluding Hew Yo?k City.

In t h i s study, a factor of 1.3 was estimated t o

apply t o overa l l U.S. tunnel projec t s .

TABLE V

TYPICAL HHMECT COST DISTRIBUTION BY IAEOH,
EQUIPMENT, AHS MATERIALS

FOB A 7.3-m-(2&-ft} DIAMETER TUNSEL

*The cost reference base wae chosen as 1969 dollars
because the COHART program data base utilized this
reference.

eirth
Conditions

Htdica rock

Hird net

HidluB roeli

Soft f round,
Varlibl*

Soft ground.
dry

Type Machine

Typs-I. HSTM

Type-Il, KSTH

TBI

Typa-I,, NSTM

TBI

ubor

42

44

51

35

43

% of Total Coir
Eouipacnt H

12

37

21

49

16

literiQlj

16

10

2t

ia

41

13



TABLE VI

COST FACTORS APPLIED TO NSTM AHD CORAH? DIRECT
COSIS TO ARRIVE AT NATIONAL AVERAGE COSTS

Cost index

Profit

Overhead

Regional

NSTM

1.00

1.06

1..27

1.30

COKAHT

1.00

1.09

1.27

1.30

Net 1.75 1.80

A 2756 overhead rote and a 9$ profit are recoa-

mended In Ref. 20. in the NSJW case, for which the

large equipment capital coeto are assumed to consist

of borrowed capital plus 8$ interest, a contractor

profit of 6$ van allowed.

The factors applied to the COHAR? data w e

suanarized in "Abie VI.

B. ComparlaoBS With Conventional and TBK Coats

Data on conventional and mashine-tunnellng

costs were compiled for comparison vlth Subterrene

costs. Although the cost spread Is broad and the

desired consistency of the data Is sometimes diffi-

cult to obtain, the general magnitudes and trends

of these costs were identified.

Costs versus tunnel-diameter data for rock tun-

nels axe shown In Fig. 12. The three curves deslg-

nated (j) were taken directly from Epittel et al.

and represent equations and estimations from actual

tunnel data. Ttje sensitivity to type of geology is

represented by ROD (Rock Quality Designation) val-

ues from 100 down to 25$. Two variables that were

not 'taken Into eccount by Spittel are rock strength

and abraslveness. Their effect on the estimates is

not clear because rock vith an RQD = 100$ is not

necessarily very bard or abrasive. T!b more clerxly

define cost characteristics of cutters, rock strength

and/or abraeiveness should be considered. Data des-

ignated (i) for conventional excavation vej'e extrap-

olated from Baker et al. by taking lower-bound ex-

cavation-only costs and then dividing by 0,33 to

obtain approximate total costs.

Data denoted by © were estimated from COHART
19program data. It was assumed that these data

were representative of medium-strength rock, i.e.,

rocks with an average compresslve strength of 135

W C / B 2 (20000 lbf/in?). Carstens concluded on the

basis of actual cost data that rock conguresslve

strength was the best readily available parameter

for correlating cutter costs, Udng factors esti-

mated front Ref. Ik, the data denoted © were scaled

up to the two curves sarked 0 = 275 >* / B S (U0000

Ibf/ln.8) and o = 3"»5 W / m a (50000 Ibf/in,8) to ar-

rive at an estimate of the significant additional

costs which occur due to increased cutter wear In

very hard rock. These latter curves art designated

If we compare the KSJM data with the other data

In Fig. 12, we see the foUowlne: At SQDs of 75 and

100$, the cost curves denoted (l) are significantly

lower thsn those for the ffUTH. However^ for lesa

favorable rock conditions, e.g. ROD = 25f, the KSIT!

is competitive and even a little superior. It has

already been noted that the data plotted as (X) did

From UCOC ttoporl To NS?1

Ftov CoriMniM

2000

1000 100% TOO

2500

2000

1500 ,^

1000

500

4 6 8 » 12

Finlshtd Tunnel Diwnatsr (m)

Fig. 12. Costs vs tunnel diameter for rock tunnels.
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not consider rack strength or ebrastveness as vari-

ables and that the effect of these rather important

cost parameters is somewhat hidden. Nevertheless,

the data for FttDs of 75 and 100* show that, at tills

•tage of the economic evaluation, there are undoubt-

edly some projects In very favorable rock conditions

vhere other simpler and more traditional techniques

will compete with the currently projected HS3M

systems.

However, the advantages of HSTHs become impor-

tant if ve consider very hard rock, i.e., with

conj>resslve strengths of 200 to 3^5 Ml/m8 (30,000 to

30,000 poi). lor example, at a tunnel diameter of

7 m (23 ft) and at rock strengths of 275 and 3<*5

Mt/mS, the HSTO costs would b? 66 and 3k%

respectively, of those resulting froia a rotating

cutter machine. The cost effectiveness fcecowes

grtiucXly even better as tunnel size increases,

Vie HS3M compares unfavorably to the costs

labeled (§) , vhich are miniaua costs in rock utlng

conventional methods and are based on actual data,

Howaver, tot urban uif; ,e, the KS1K» vould have ix-

portant practical advantages because they vould

avoid the environmental problems caused by di-111-

and-bla»t techniquts.

Fig. 13 shovs cost data for soft>ground excava-

tion. Data labeled © axe e«tiaat*d fros the

COHABT coajpeiter prcsras;, S:e data designated (i)

and (|) nuBWrlxe actual data for both conventional

and oachlne teclmlquao and were extracted fron OECI^

Ftnix and Sci««on, A, 0. Little, and Virginia

Departs*«t of Highvay sources.SS'23'2^

a e lovw bounded data (a) are for tofs, dry

ground with the data above labeled (3) being for

soft, vet ground. 3hs spread of these data ilXus»

trates the strong Influence of geologic variations

on costs. It also Illustrates the need for the de-

velopment of new equlpnent that la leas sensitive

to the often encountered, but not necessarily antic-

ipated, geologic variations. Data © are mrtrspo-

3lated fro* the UCBC report to H B F and seen to cor-

relate veil with (§) and (5) . These values were

obtained by dividing Ref. 1 data, for the excavation

process only, by 0.35 to obtain overall tunnel costs.

Cosnents pertinent to the conparison of ESTO

costs wltlt the soft-ground cost data shown in Fig.

13 are as fellows. 3he H51M estimates are nearly

identical to the COHAET estlBKtes, Cur/e (J) .

However, both estimates fall far below historical

data, Curves (s) , (3) , and (]t) . These indicate

that tunneling problems, e.g., geologic variations,

are perhaps not correctly anticipated by COHART.

IS we vere to assume an additional multiplying fac-

tor to account for unanticipated earth conditions,

the OOBARI data ahould be higher than the HS3M costs.

Bie USD! estimate shown Is meant to cover both soft,

vett running, bouldery ground as well a« eoft, dry

conditions and, thus, already discounts geological

variations. Roughly, it eppears conservative to

conclude that the HSTM vovild reduce average soft-

ground tunnel costs by ~ 50$.
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TABLE VII

COST COKTfllBuTIOB OF THERMAL HffiROY ON A DIRECT COST BASIS

(1969 D o l l a r s )

Type
Gruund
t KSW

Rock. Type I

K»rd Rock,
Type II

Soft Ground,

Titti cost,

1040

1020

810

4.1-»-dia» Tunnel 10.7-a-dian Tunnel
Fuel • System

Cast.

46.7

46.7

46.7

Thermal Energy
Cost. \

4.S

4.6

S.7 2800

ifiwl • Systen
Cast, i /n

188

188

188

TJieraal Energy
Cost. %

5.4

S.6

6.7

C. Energy Costs and Befuellng Considerations

The thermal energy for penetrating rock for

both Type-I and Type-II NSTMs USE considered to toe

the esae. For the kerf-and-mechanical cutter case

(Type-I) all the energy is used to develop a thick

temporary liner. Where the kerf-and-thermal frag-

mentation penetrators (Type-II) would be used, the

rock conditions would be such as to require less

liner thickness. Thus, the thermal energy to the

kerf penetrators would be reduced and the energy

saved -would be diverted to the thermal fragmenta-

tion penetrators in the central-faee area.

The nuclear fuel costs used in this report in-

clude the external costs of refueling. It was as-

sumed that specialized nuclear- reactor industries

would handle all nuclear-related aspects of the ex-

cavation project. This would include reactor ey-'^jm

manufacture, installation, on-the-Job operation, main-

tenance, safety, and long-distance transportation.

Ho attempt was made to detail cost effects of

recovering some thermal energy from the cooling va-

ter so as to generate electricity for running the

slurry pumps, air circulating fans, cutter drive

motors, etc.

Table V U summarizes the contribution of the

costs of the nuclear fuel plus the nuclear subsys-

tem needed to convert the fuel into thermal energy.

On a basis of percentage of overall tunneling costs,

the thermal energy varies from l+. 5 to 6.756. It

should be remembered that the temporary liner thick-

nesses assumed for this study are very conservative,

and affect the power required and costs directly.

Nevertheless, the cost contribution of thermal

energy is certainly not dominaat.

Power costs can be expressed in another manner,

i.e., in terms of costs per k'Wfc. Fig. Ik compares

purchased electric powsr costs from two sources with

those used in this study. The HSTM data shown are

for Type-I HSTMa and for h- and 12-m-dlam tunnels.

The bar at the left of the figure represents rates

ir dollare/kWh(e) as quoted for Los Alamos, BM,

whereas the bar in the wi<wia is a national average
"7

rate estimated by Henold. These two rates are

0.014 and 0.020 $A™>(e), respectively. These data

are based on power delivered +• ..cieting transmission

terminals near the tunnel portal and do not take

into account special hookup costs. Also, 100$ con-

version efficiency from electricity to heat is as-

sumed. A factor to be considered is the regional

aspect of electric power coots, which can vary sig-

nificantly depending on location. For nuclear-

supplied thermal power (delivered directly to the

working face), costs range from 0.006 So 0.011 $/kWh

(thermal) depending on tunnel size.

D. HSIM Development Eeneflt-to-Cost Ration

No detailed estimates of overall future exca-

vation demands for the world or the U.S. were

t

TfCnifflriiioft Ttrmliu

AMo SmfcaCo.
of Nm Maim-

y N3TM TTwrfnal Poww

rfclnq Foe*

aTunn«ICHam.»4rri

9 Tumi Dfcm.*]2m
- Kucltar Full

Sntim

Fig. Ik. atypical e lectr ic and NSTM thermal power
costs.



TABLE VIII

PROJECTED U.S. TOHHELIHG EXPEKDITOKES

Time Beriod

1970-1979

1980-1989

Average Expenditures, B •$
Transportation

Only

5.1

9.3

All Tunneling
Except Mining

3k

65

* Based on 1969 dollars.

readily available. However, large future demands

are anticipated in such activities as geothermal

energy, mining, scientific studies, vaste disposal,

water redistribution, utility conduits, high-speed

transportation, and urban facilities like airports,

power plants, manufacturing plants, gas storage,

housing, etc. Some recent projectionn for U.S. tun-

neling demands compiled by the U.S. Department of

Transportation (D.O.T.) were obtained from Foster.

These projections can be used, to show benefit-to-cost

ratios based on BSTH savlnga indicated previously,

they are shown in Stable VIII. Bef. 19 also indicat-

ed that the percentages of the total excavation de-

mands for rock and soft-ground tunnels are close to

50 and 20$, respectively, with the remaining 30$

of the total consisting of cut-and-cover and

imnersed-tube demands.

Estimated Subterrene characteristics and pro-

gram costs are summarized as follows: The program

will lead to a feasibility demonstration of a proto-

type NSTM, at which time the technology will be

available to industry. Ihe program will cost about

100 million in 1969 dollars and will cover an eight-

year period. After demonstration the industrial

implementation of NSTMs will take place in a linear

manner over a four-year period. The above process

is illustrated in Fig. 15. Die dotted lines indi-

cate the early technology transfer from laboratory

to industry. Eiis is an important concept of the

program proposed by LASL, wherein it is planned

to: (1) cooperate with industrial firms interested

in furthering the R&D effort of the Subterrenis con-

cept, (2) train key industrial technical personnel

by encouraging them to work directly on the LASL

team, and (3) award LASL subcontracts to Industry

to accomplish key elements of prototype fabrication.

Widespread Use

Industrial '^- ' '
Implementation'

L
Subterrene Program

1970 1980

Calender Year
1990

Fig. 15. Schedule for HSIM prototype demonstration
end concept implementation.

In Section III-B, wherein NSTM vs TBM and con-

ventional costs were discussed, an example of typ-

ical hard-rock costs showed NSTM cost savings of

3^ and U&f> over TBMs. Also, drill and blast methods

are very undesirable in most urban environments and

probably will be eliminated in many future projects,

lor soft ground, Fig. 13 showed that NSTM costs might

very easily be less than half those of other methods.

On the basis of these considerations the conclusion

was reached that projects, excluding those where

rock and soil conditions are very favorable for IBM

or conventional methods, could be done at cost sav-

ings of 30 and 50$ for rock and soft ground, respec-

tively, if NSTMs are used.

Tire more estimates are needed to arrive at a

final benefit-to-cost ratio; both relate to the per-

centage of tunneling where NS1M systems show cost

savings. Shese are estimated to be 50 and 75$ for

hard-rock and soft-ground tunnels, respectively.

A H cost assumptions are summarized in Table EC.

TABLE IX

HFTM COST ASSUMPTIONS AMD BENEFITS TO CY 1 9 9 0
BASED ON TRANSPORTATION DEMANDS ONLY

Demands Available
Type Fraction of to NSIN

Tunnel Total. \ 1982 to 1990 . If
Fracti&n Assuafrd
Hone by NS1H. 1

Soft
Ground

SO

20

J.79

1.17

SO

7S

30

SO

Benefit.

0.42

0.45

Net traniportetion benefit to-con ratio • 57JJ • >.S.
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/ f\ ~\ Original D.O.T.
/ f V ' \ \ Projection-,

D.O.T Demand
Survey—* / /

Category 2
9 0 % Probability
Data May B« Delayed

/ / / /
t Ground Demandi —

Met by NSTM
/

Category I 95% ProbabiSty

I I I I I I I 1 I I I
TO 71 72 79 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 S4 85 86 87 88 89 90

Year Of Expenditures

Fig. 16. Department of Tran .portation demand data and MSTM benefits.

The net benefit-to-cost ratio is 8.5 when based
only on average projected transportation-tunnel ex-
cmiution demands up to CY. 1990. Fig. 16 plots the
ordinal D.O.T.-projected transportation-tunneling
deuind* In blllione of dollars per year (1969 dol-
lasw) to CY-1990 and aone results of a later D.O.T.
sBifvey of £eoand which ore categorized into 50, 90,
and 95$ probabilities of actual, implementation.
IDS demand curves show a rapid decrease aft«r J9^3t

which (according to D.O.T.) is due to lack of
pluming beyond a ten-year lead time by government
organizations and not to any expected actual de-
crease in need for transportation excavation pro-

4Hfr

J«:ts. Hie various shaded areau in Fig. 16 show

thi: $100 million cost for prototype demonstration,

Bie average demands listed in Table VIII corre-
£3>ond to the data in Fig. 16 designated "Original
n.O.T. Projection.!l

A detailed study of past U.S. tunnel project his-
•tory and development of more accurevte and compre-
liensive methods of surveying future demands may""
::cveal a basic cyclic trend.

the deaands which were assumed as being met by HSTMs

for both rock and soft-ground projects and, at the

upper right, the benefits that would accrue from

savings by use of RSINe. Senefit-to-cost ratio is,

of course, the Integrated benefit area divided by

the program cost area. These curves also emphasize

that additional benefits will accrue if the project

had been initiated earlier and shortened in duration.

E. Effect of Advance Rate on Tunneling Costs

The effect of changes in advance rate from the

baseline rate of 36.5 m/d was studied. It was as-

sumed that capital costs and design remained the

same as those of the baseline configuration but that

the system efficiency either increased or decreased

to produce the change in penetration rates. The

results are summarized In Fig. 17 where the ratio

of tunnel cost at other rates to baseline tunnel

project coBt ie plotted against advance rate. The

point where the benefit-to-cost ratio would equal

zero is at a cost ratio of 1.375> at an advance rate

of 22 m/d (3 ft/h), which is well below -the baseline

rate of 36.5 m/d (5 ft/h). During penetration tests
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100
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2.0

I \

Baseline:
Dian.= 7.3m (24 ft)
Kerf + Cutter
Medium Strength Rock

' B /C: Benefit to Cost, Transportation
Tunneling Only

SO
Advance Rate (m/d)

Fig. 17. Effect of advance rate on costs.

of small consolidating penetrators at LASL, rates

of 2fc m/d vere generally recorded and, for short

times, were as high ae 36.5 u/d} however, at that

time, no attempt was ae.de to sustain such rates.

LOB Alamos Scientific Laboratory experimental ex-

perience suggests that a rate of 36.5 m/d ie readily

achievable and that higher rates are possible, as

indicated in Fig. 17.

If the advance rate vere tw.'ce the baseline

value, i.e., about 80 n/d (~ 260 ft/day), an addi-

tional 30$ savings may result. However, at some as

yet undetermined high advance rate the cost may

reach " minimum and then increase with further in-

creases in advance rate. Shis may veil be caused by

a tradeoff with increasing costs of equipment, e.g.,

slurry pumps, piping, and crushers, Increased cutter

wear, longer glass-liner cooling sections, a larger

nuclear power system, and larger portal power and

coolant equipment. When this occurs a new system

concept will become necessary. Such a new system

might take advantage of full face melting as indi-

cated by projected long life of melting penetrators

(lt-500 h appears possible). Also,methods of lowering

4000

i
Z3000o
O

12000

1000-

20
(ft)

25 30

Baseline: TypelNSTM Kerf-t-
Mecnanical Cutter

With 5 0 % Increase
In Eicavatbn Equipment
Cos!

6 8 10 12

Finished Tunnel Diameter (m)

Fig. IB. Effect of * 5056 variation in HSOM excava-
tion equipment costs.

the rock-melting temperature and reducing the v is -

cosity of the melt should be given consideration.

F. Effect of * 5QJi Excavation Equipment Cost

Perturbation

A perturbation of ± 50$ on excavation equipment

costB around the baseline case was studied; results

are shown in Fig. 18. The overall effects on tunnel

project cost were ± 9 and ± 17S& for tunnel diameters

of U.I and 10.7 m, respectively. Bie upper-limit

cost variations, i f they occurred, would reduce the

benefit-to-cost ratios to between 5 and 6 based on

transportation-tunneling demands to 1990. Thus, we

may conclude that results would not be affected

significantly, even i f equipment costs used in this

study were greatly in error, e.g. , by 50%.

G. Other Benefits Not Quantified In Uhls Study

Toe benefit-to-cost ratio discussed to this

point Included only the excavation demands for

transportation, i . e . , average of 9.3 bi l l ion dollars

for the period 1980-1989. Ae was shown in teble

VH2, an additional 56 bi l l ion dollars of excavation

demand i s foreseen during that time period for other

tunneling projects, excluding mining. Thus, with

the inclusion of these additional demands, the bene-

fit-to-cost ratio could become considerably larger.

Conceivably, as experience is gained with the

glass liner, the concrete structural wall inside

the glass liner could be eliminated or greatly
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minimized. Bile would result In further savings in

support costs. Another NSTM advantage that should

be kept in mind is offered by the fact that the

NSTM can advance through the earth with a minimum

of disturbance, thus maintaining the inherent

strength of the surrounding strata and, in fact,

enhancing their integrity by the cementing action

of the solidifying glass. Emphasizing this point
27

Cording and Deere, discussing tunnel support load-

ings, point out that liner loadings can be rather

low even in highly fractured rock, if the Joints

are tight and Irregular and if initial loosening

is prevented.

Technology spin-off benefits from NSTM develop-

ment could include high-temperature abrasion-resis-

tant materials and high-temperature, high-heat-flux,

long heat pipes; such heat pipes could be useful in

high-temperature chemical processes, e.g., coal gas-

ification. Another spin-off or parallel development

could be that of email electrically powered pene-

tratore for Installation of underground utility

lines, for exploration of natural resources, or

for mining. One of the most important Subterrene

applications could be the deep penetration into the

earth's crust to tap geothermal energy for such

purposes as water desalination, surface heating,

and electric power generation.

IV. COSCEOSTOHS

The designs and characteristics of two large

Nuclear Subterrene Tunneling Machines (NSTMc) were

postulated and their cost-effectiveness for future

transportation tunnel projects was analyzed. Both

designs are first-order extensions of present

Tunnel Boring Machine (IBM) technology and visualize

the addition of a peripheral kerf-melting penetrato?,

which vill form a continuous temporary support by

lining the tunnel walls with rock glass. High cost-

effectiveness 1B projected for both soft-ground and

very-hard-rock tunneling. Contributing to this pro-

jection is the anticipation that NSTMs will be rel-

atively insensitive to variable and unexpected

formation changes.

'fne major results of the study are:

• Die preliminary economic enalysis indicates

excellent cost benefits for the development

of NSTM systems. Estimating that unfavorable

excavation conditions would be encountered

at least 50$ of the time in rock and 75$ of

the time in soft ground, and using the best

available estimates for hard-rock and soft-

ground excavation demands in only the trans-

portation sector up to CY 1990, the benefit-

to-cost ratio for a Subterrene development

progress ie 8.5. Many other potential bene-

fits outside of transportation applications

could increase this ratio significantly.

• Additional benefits will accrue if research

and industrial Implementation are acceler-

ated. LASL program plans are based on early

transfer and availability of the technology

to industry.

• As an initial step, large NSTMs using the

peripheral kerf-melting bit concept can be

integrated into technically sound excavation

systems.

e For a conservative temporary glass-liner

vail thickness equal to Wf> of tunnel diam-

eter, the nuclear thermal power requirements

are 7 and 63 M* for k- and 12-m-dlam tunnels,

respectively.

• The cost of the thermal power required to

melt the rock is only about 4 to T^ of the

total excavation project cost.

• NSTMs are capital-intensive systems as com-

pared to the labor-intensive TBMs,

• Psnetrat-r materiel costs appear to be the

highest cost Item, on a cost-per-unlt tunnel

length basis, followed by the cost for me-

chanical rotary cutters used to fragment the

central areas of the excavation face.

• She total costs for excavation, materials

handling, and supports and liners, using

NS3MB, are very close to those for TBMs vhen

ground conditions are favorable, However,

the advantages of HSTMs become outstanding

In unfavorable ground conditions suck as In

very hard rock and, particularly, in soft,

wet, running, or bouldery ground.

• Very high advance rates may require design

extensions beyond the two NSTM concepts

analyzed in this study.

Additional Investigations in the following areas

are needed:

• Continue more detailed preliminary design

studies of NSTM tunneling system.
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• Develop more specific future tunneling

decant! data (both in the U.S. and overseas);

including sizes, geological conditions and

variations, project locations, applications,

and schedules.

• Study other NSTM designs which will encom-

pass full-face melting designs and include

removal of molten rock from the tunnel.

• Develop system concepts and costs for

Electric Subterrene Tunneling Machines

(ESTMs) and compare with HSTMB and TBMs.

• Evaluate the details of the supply and cost

problems of exotic components such as re-

fractory penetrator bits.

• Determine the most likely benefits achiev-

able by actively pursuing R&D related to

TBM and conventional methodG, and compare

with ESTM and NSTM benefits.

• Study the environmental and social impact

of ESTM and NSTM full-scale implementation.

• Adapt COHART or the General Research Corp.

computer program to obtain additional useful

cost study data.

• Conduct investigations and tests to verify

glae6 wall properties and their wall-support

characteriatics.

• Study effects on the overall system design

of greatly increasing the advance rate.

• Initiate failure-mode analyses, conduct

maintainability studies, and develop com-

ponent life data.
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